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Information geometry and prior selection Hichem Snoussi and Ali Mohammad-Djafari



 Laboratoire des Signaux et Systèmes (L2S), Supélec, Plateau de Moulon, 91192 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, France Abstract. In this contribution, we study the problem of prior selection arising in Bayesian inference. There is an extensive literature on the construction of non informative priors and the subject seems far from a definite solution [1]. Here we revisit this subject with differential geometry tools and propose to construct the prior in a Bayesian decision theoretic framework. We show how the construction of a prior by projection is the best way to take into account the restriction to a particular family of parametric models. For instance, we apply this procedure to the curved parametric families where the ignorance is directly expressed by the relative geometry of the restricted model in the wider model containing it.



INTRODUCTION Experimental science can be modeled as a learning machine mapping the inputs  to the outputs  (see figure  ). The complexity of the physical mechanism underlying the mapping inputs/outputs or the lack of information make the prediction of the outputs given the inputs (forward model) or the estimation of the inputs given the outputs (inverse problem) a difficult task. When a parametric forward model     is assumed to be available from the knowledge of the system, one can use the classical ML or when a prior model          is assumed to be available too, the classical Bayesian methods can be used to obtain the joint a posteriori     and then both     and    from which we can make any inference about  and . But in many practical situations the question of modeling   and   is still open and to validate a model, one uses what is called the training data      ! " . Then the role of statistical learning become trying to find a joint distribution #  belonging in general to the whole set of probability distributions and to exploit the maximum of relevant information to provide some desired predictions. In this paper, we suppose that we are given some training data $! " and  ! " and some information about the mapping which consists in a model % '&)( # +* of probability distributions, parametric ( % ,&)( #- +* ) or non parametric. Our objective is to construct a learning rule . mapping the set / of training data    $! "   ! "0 to a probability distribution 213% or to a probability distribution in the whole set of probabilities 4165 :
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Figure  . Learning machine model of experimental science The Bayesian statistical learning leads to a solution depending on the prior distribution of the unknown distribution  . In the parametric case, this is equivalent to the prior AB  on the parameter . Finding a general expression for AB  and how this expression reflects the relationship between a restricted model and the closer set of ignorance containing it are the main objectives of this paper. We show the prior expression depends on the chosen geometry (subjective choice) of the set of probability measures. We show that the entropic prior [Rodriguez DCECF , [2]] and the conjugate prior of exponential families are special cases related to special geometries. In section I, we review briefly some concepts of Bayesian geometrical statistical learning and the role of differential geometry. In section II, we develop the basics of prior selection in a Bayesian decision perspective and we discuss the effect of model restriction both from non parametric to parametric modelization and from parametric family to a curved family. In section III, we study the particular case of G -flat families where previous results have explicit formula. In section IV, we come across the case of G -flat families mixture. In section V, we apply these results to a couple of learning examples, the mixture of multivariate Gaussian classification and blind source separation. We end with a conclusion and indicate some future scopes.



I. STATISTICAL GEOMETRIC LEARNING I.1 H Mass and Geometry The statistical learning consists in constructing a learning rule . which maps the training measured data  to a probability distribution <  .  1I%KJL5 M& 6 ON   * (the predictive distribution). The subset % is in general a parametric model and it is called the computational model. Therefore, our target space is the space of distributions and it is fundamental to provide this space with, at least in this work, two attributes which are the mass (a scalar field) and a geometry. The mass is defined by an a priori distribution A-P  on the space 5 before collecting the data  and modified according to Bayesian rule after observing the data to give the a posteriori distribution (see figure Q ):
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Figure Q . a posteriori mass proportional to the product of the a priori mass and the likelihood function. The geometry can be defined by the G -divergence d e :
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which is an invariant measure under reparametrization of the restricted parametric model % . It is shown [Amari 1985, [3]] that, in parametric manifold % , the G -divergence l e the e e the G   q   q  , where p is the Fisher metric, q induces a dualistic structure p l e e its dual connection: connection with Christoffel symbols r Xsnt u and q4vgKq
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The parametric manifold % is G -flat if and only if there exists a parameterization |‰ˆ)Š‚ such e that the Christoffel symbols vanish: r Xst u  ‹�Œ . The coordinates |‰ˆDƒ‚ are called the affine coordinates. If for a different coordinate system |XˆE Ž ‚ , the connection coefficients are null then the two coordinate systems |Xˆ‡�‚ and |Xˆ) Ž ‚ are related by an affine transformation, i.e Ž there exists a � ‘’�  matrix “ and a vector ” such that  “ ”. i All the above definitions can be extended to non parametric families by replacing the partial derivatives with the Fréchet derivatives. Embedding the model % in the whole space of finite measures 5 • [Zhu et al. 1995, [4, 5]] not only the space of probability distributions 5 , many results can be proven easily for the main reason that 5 • is G -flat and G -convex –—G in |XŒ˜  ‚ . However, 5 is G -flat for only G 8&)Œm  * and G -convex for



e G   . For notation convenience, we use the G -coordinates � of a point 41™5 • defined as: e� = e›š P  G A curve linking Q points œ and � is a function ž�7 |XŒ˜  ‚ 9: 5 • , such that ž˜ Œ\ œ and žg Ÿ � . A curve is a G -geodesic in the G -geometry if it is a straight line in the G -coordinates.



I.2 H Bayesian learning The loss quantity of a decision rule . with a fixed G -geometry can be measured by the G -divergence dfeDP  .#   between the true probability  and the decision .=#  . This divergence is first averaged with respect to all possible measured data  and then with respect to the unknown true probability  which gives the generalization error z .  :



z eD. K¡†¢( P E¡m£( #- ¤  d’e¥P  .#   Therefore, the optimal rule .De is the minimizer of the generalization error:
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The coherence of Bayesian learning is shown in [Zhu et al. 1995, [4, 5]] and means that the optimal estimator .¥e can be computed pointwise as a function of  and we don’t need a general expression of the optimal estimator .‡e :
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By variational calculation, the solution of (1) is straightforward and gives:



®  e  ¡  e ( P ° ±  The above solution is exactly the gravity center of the set 5 • with mass ( P°   , the a posteriori distribution of  and the G -geometry induced by the G -divergence d6e . Here we have the analogy with the static mechanics and the importance of the geometry defined on the space of distributions. The whole space of finite measures 5 • is® G -convex and thus, independently on the a posteriori distribution ( °   the solution  belongs to 5 • –6G²1 |XŒ˜  ‚ .



I.3 H Restricted Model In practical situations, we restrict the space of decisions to a subset %³1´5 • . % is in general a parametric manifold that we suppose to be a differentiable manifold. Thus % is parametrized with a coordinate system |‰ˆ‡ƒ‚¶µP where � is the dimension of the manifold. % is also called the computational model and we prefer this appellation because the main reason of the restriction is to design and manipulate the points  with their coordinates which belong to an open subset of · µ . However, the computational model % is not disconnected from non parametric manipulations and we will show that both a priori and final decisions can be located outside the model % . Let’s compare now the non parametric learning with the parametric learning when we are constrained to a parametric model % : 1. Non parametric modeling: The optimal estimate is the minimizer of the generalization error where the true unknown point  is allowed to belong to the whole



space 5 • and the minimizer < is constrained to
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